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Form" button to upload your submission materials.
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From the 
President

Chan Kiat Lim, NCTM

PRESIDENT
Louisiana Music Teachers Association

Dear friends and colleagues,

I hope that you have had a wonderful teaching year and are currently planning 
on rewarding summer projects, both for your studio and home life. Or, you are 
taking a well-deserved break from your usual routine. In this Summer Score, I 
would like to highlight some of the recent and upcoming events. 

Many of us are thrilled Rally was held in person for all districts this year. And 
after a two-year break, the Torgrimson-Swansy State Competition was back for 
the �rst time since 2019 at the University of New Orleans. Thanks to all the 
Rally Chairs and especially to Michelle Strain and Tamah Goad for getting us to 
the �nish line. There was excitement before the T-S competition, and as we 
celebrated the achievements of our students, we were also rejoicing our 
emergence from a rather di�cult period. 

This year, the Chamber Music Competition was held on 18 June, chaired by 
Megan Riley in Baton Rouge. This June date is a digression, but CMC will return 
to its original winter date in January 2023. CMC aside, summer is a great time to 
get your students playing in ensembles. Commit to coach chamber groups this 
summer. Even if you start with just one group, you and your students will have 
good fun making music together!

David Easley, Site Host Steele Moegle, and the rest of the conference committee 
have been hard at work. The Conference will be held IN PERSON this year, 
scheduled earlier than in the past, on 15-16 September at Louisiana Tech 
University in Rustin. (The competitions will still be in October - see website for 
complete details.) Our Conference Artist is Dr. Sarah Rushing, and she will be 
presenting a fresh and colorful program. David has also organized an exciting 
lineup of presentations, including one by Piano Safari. Check this edition for 
more details on the Conference and plan on attending! If you and your students 
wish to, the proposal submission is due on 30 July 2022. 

If you have registered for the Virtual National Conference, remember that you 
can continue to access all the sessions throughout the summer and keep an 
eye for the upcoming summer webinars. Also, for all our Keyboard Olympians 
out there, our next testing date is on 12 July. As you move about enjoying your 
summer, let’s continue to stay safe and have a wonderful summer ahead.



MTNA—Your 

Partner In 

Teaching
For well over a century, MTNA has been the backbone for a collaborative 
community of music-teaching professionals, connecting both the seasoned 
educator and those at the beginning of their career. 

MTNA membership does more than simply complement your career as a music 
professional—it supports, supplements and shapes it. It empowers music 
teachers nationwide to become better educators through networking, leadership, 
mentoring and educational opportunities. 

Renew your membership online today to make MTNA your partner in teaching! The 
deadline for current members to renew is June 30th.

MTNA Membership Delivers:

Peer Connections—a network of outlets, forums and channels for like-minded 
individuals in the music profession to collaborate and communicate, both locally 
and nationally.

Ongoing Education—conferences, events and advice on teaching tips and 
pedagogy, technology and web trends, master classes and informational sessions.

Invaluable Resources—access to countless bene�ts, from Certi�cation, 
publications and consultation services to competitions, teacher enrichment grants 
and insurance.
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Conference 
News from the 
President-elect

Happy Summer everyone! Some of you are hosting summer music camps; 
others are teaching with a slightly di�erent schedule; and all of you are thinking 
about our state conference on September 15-16, at La. Tech in Ruston! The 
conference is shaping up to be one all of you will enjoy and bene�t from our 
speakers, clinician, and artist. 

There are still some openings for sessions on Thursday and Friday. Visit 
LMTA.org/Conference and look for the link for the conference proposal form 
(due July 30). Some presenters have inquired, and I have approached several of 
our members directly. Many of you have presented in prior state conferences 
and national conferences. Members, please consider presenting a session; 
perhaps team up with a colleague and present together! Sessions are going to 
be 30, 45, or 60 minutes.

L M T A  A N N U A L
S T A T E  C O N F E R E N C E

S E P T E M B E R  1 5 - 1 6 ,  2 0 2 2
L A  T E C H  U N I V E R S I T Y  

R U S T O N ,  L A

David Easley, LCTM

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Louisiana Music Teachers Association

The Score

In our last edition of the SCORE, Adam Mayon was highlighted as our 2022 
Conference Artist. Unfortunately, Adam had to withdraw. However, we have 
been able to secure another outstanding conference artist, who like Adam, 
has Louisiana ties and is known by many of you.
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Conference Artist Sarah Rushing

Dr. Sarah Rushing, NCTM is 
Assistant Professor of Piano at 
West Texas A&M University, 
where she teaches applied piano, 
class piano, and piano pedagogy. 
Rushing’s commitment to 
teaching is evidenced through 
her years of experience teaching 
private and group piano classes 
in both the community and 
university settings in Louisiana, 
New York, Colorado, Virginia, and 
Texas. Rushing has been an 
active member of Music Teachers 
National Association (MTNA) 
since 2009, serving as a faculty 
advisor, local competitions 
coordinator, and adjudicator for 
various regional and state 
competitions. In 2017, Rushing 
led the University of Colorado 
Boulder Collegiate Chapter of 
MTNA to receive the prestigious 
Collegiate Chapter of the Year 
Award. 

In addition to her teaching 
duties at WT, Rushing is 
actively involved in training up 
the next generation of piano 
teachers; she serves as co-
director of the WT Music 
Academy, co-advisor for the 
WT Collegiate Chapter of 
MTNA, and co-director of the 
Grace Hamilton Piano Festival. 
Passionate about continuing 
education opportunities for all 
teachers, Rushing is a frequent 
presenter at state and national 
conferences, recently 
appearing at the Virginia Music 
Teachers Association State 
Conference, the MTNA Piano 
Pedagogy Symposium, the 
Colorado State Music Teachers 
Association State Conference, 
the National Conference on 
Keyboard Pedagogy, the MTNA 
National Conference, and the 
Group Piano/Piano Pedagogy 
Forum. Rushing has also served 
as the MTNA South Central 
Certi�cation Commissioner 
since 2021, grading applications 
and advocating for the 
prestigious Nationally Certi�ed 
Teacher of Music designation. 
She also serves her profession 
by writing CD and book reviews 
for American Music Teacher, 
Piano Magazine, and the 
Association for Recorded 
Sound Collections Journal.



A Louisiana native, Rushing 
attended Louisiana State 
University to pursue the 
Bachelor of Music in Piano 
Performance degree, where 
her teachers included Willis 
Delony and Gregory Sioles.

When not teaching and 
performing, Rushing enjoys 
hiking, running, and enjoying 
the great outdoors, which has 
taken her to numerous hike 
peaks in the US and abroad, 
including 17 mountains above 
14,000 feet in Colorado and a 
trek to Mount Kilimanjaro in 
the summer of 2022.

Sarah and Blaze on a recent hike.

As a performer, Rushing enjoys 
playing music o� the beaten path 
and has appeared in competitions 
and recitals throughout the US. In 
2013, she was featured on 
American Public Media’s 
“Performance Today.” Other radio 
appearances include a live 
broadcast on KGNU in Boulder, 
CO. Rushing enjoys collaborating 
with colleagues and has recently 
been engaged with the North 
American Saxophone Alliance, the 
Flute New Music Consortium, and 
College Music Society. 2022 saw 
the formation of two unique trio 
projects (violin, saxophone, piano 
& soprano, horn, and piano), with 
whom Rushing will be touring the 
southern states in 2023.

Before moving to Texas in 2020, 
Rushing was an Instructor of 
Piano at Virginia Tech. She 
completed the Doctor of Musical 
Arts degree at the University of 
Colorado Boulder in the studio of 
David Korevaar, where her 
research focused on the music of 
Johannes Brahms and Claude 
Debussy. She earned the Masters 
of Music in Piano Performance 
degree from Ithaca College, where 
she studied with Jennifer Hayghe. 
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Many Thousand Gone                                  Undine Smith Moore (1904-1989)

Troubled Water                                                         Margaret Bonds (1913-1972)

 from Spiritual Suite for Piano

Romance, WoO 28                                                  Clara Schumann (1819-1896)

Notturno, Op. 6 No. 2

Ballade in D Major, Op. 10 No. 2                       Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

Ballade in B Major, Op. 10 No. 4

Notturno                                                                 Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)

 from 6 Pieces for Piano

Impromptu in B Minor, Op. 5 No. 5                           Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)

*Sonata for Piano in G Minor                                      Miriam Hyde (1913-2005)

 I. Allegro energico

 II. Andante solennemente

 III. Allegro con brio

*Sarah Rushing will also be presenting a session on the music of

Miriam Hyde, an Australian composer. Some of Hyde’s compositions

are for late elementary and intermediate students.
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Conference Recital Program
Sarah Rushing, pianist
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My LMTA “journey” began many years ago.  
It was the middle of a very foggy night, and 
I was driving to Shreveport (no GPS, of 
course) with two very young daughters 
asleep in the back seat of my car. We were 
headed to my very �rst LMTA Convention 
where the girls were going to perform my 
youngest daughter’s composition, winner of 
the LMTA Junior Composers’ Contest.  
Little did I know that this would be the �rst 
of many treks to LMTA conventions (and 
later, conferences) and the beginning of an 
incredible life journey.

As I look back on my three decades as a 
member of LMTA, I can’t help but echo 
what Sue Steck-Turner said in her inaugural 
LMTA Storyteller article: I have gained so 
much knowledge and experience during 
these years, but the friendships I have 
enjoyed (and continue to enjoy) are at the 
very top of the list of what LMTA has given 
to me.

After the Shreveport convention I soon 
became a “regular,” looking forward each 
year to traveling with Baton Rouge friends 
and visiting with colleagues from around 
the state. Baton Rouge MTA (BRPTA at that 
time) had a large and active membership 
and many of our members attended the 
state conventions. We enjoyed sessions and 
meetings together and looked forward to 
our after-hours gatherings. We always 
planned a lunch or dinner for our group.

Soon I began attending MTNA national 
conventions/conferences and meeting 
colleagues from around the country.  
Seeing and meeting nationally known 
clinicians was amazing. I brought home 
autographed music for my students, telling 
them “Yes, I really know Dennis Alexander, 
Martha Mier and Melody Bober.” I watched 
their eyes light up as they received a piece 
or book autographed just for them.  
Needless to say, they couldn’t wait to go 
home and practice their special music!

I enjoyed serving as LMTA’s Composition 
Chair, Secretary, and Music Link Liaison. 
When asked to serve as president-elect, 
I immediately said “yes” and have never 
regretted that decision. Working with 
LMTA President Sue Steck-Turner was 
an incredible learning experience. I am 
so grateful for Sue’s friendship and 
mentorship. As President-elect I was 
responsible for convention planning, a 
challenging but rewarding endeavor.  
Conventions grew to include more 
sessions, and soon we were having 
publisher workshops as well as a 
convention artist AND clinician.  
(Previously we had alternated years - 
clinician one year and artist the next.)  
With the generosity of Alfred and other 
publishers, Dennis Alexander, Martha 
Mier, Melody Bober, Wynne-Anne Rossi, 
Robert Vandall and others presented 
workshops and sessions at our 
conventions. 

The Score

Katherine Tobey and Judy McGee with a friend 
at the 2013 MTNA conference in Los Angeles.

A Wonderful Journey

       with LMTA Storyteller Katherine Tobey
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I attended MTNA Leadership Summits as 
LMTA President-elect and President. The 
summits were both informative and 
inspiring. Small group sessions with other 
state leaders provided ideas for the 
strengthening and growth of our own 
state association. One such idea was a 
summer board retreat. For several years a 
retreat to the Wesley Center in  
Woodworth, Louisiana replaced our usual 
summer board meeting. O�cers arrived 
Friday afternoon to discuss the state 
convention and other plans for the year 
and spent the night, sometimes coming 
up with entertainment for the convention 
banquet. Some of you may remember 
“LMTA” to the tune of “YMCA” - complete 
with motions, and “We Are Family.” 
The full board (chairmen and local 
association presidents) arrived Saturday 
in time for lunch and an extended board 
meeting.  

Receiving the beautiful printed edition of 
the new SCORE brought back memories 
of the olden days when all 
communications were printed (though 
certainly less glamorously). Our �rst 
electronic version of the SCORE was 
published in 2008, with the help of 
MTNA’s “Association in a Box.” MTNA 
created the AIB program o�ering free 
web presence for local and state 
associations. This enabled us to create a 
new website to publish and manage our 
own content online. Many hours went 
into the building of that website, and it 
was only a stepping stone to our current 
website, but I learned more about 
technology than I could ever have 
imagined. 

Linda Manes, Patti Misita, Juidy McGehee at 
the 2006 MNTA Conference in Austin.

Other memories of the olden days 
include using walky-talkies at 
conventions and Rally to communicate 
between buildings and di�erent �oors.  
What a di�erence cellphones have made. 
Rally forms were handwritten, and scores 
were entered by hand. The Rally 
database would have seemed like 
science �ction!  

As my LMTA journey has progressed from 
that �rst middle-of-the-night drive to 
Shreveport to online meetings and 
publications, I have taken on many 
passengers and lots of luggage. My fellow 
travelers have become life-long friends 
and my suitcases are full of cherished 
memories.

I encourage all of you to take advantage 
of everything our national, state and 
local associations o�er. Step up to chair 
an event or serve in a leadership 
position, mentor a new member, attend 
conferences. I hope every one of you will 
have as wonderful a journey as mine!

Sue Steck-Turner and Katherine Tobey at 2010 
LMTA conference in Natchitoches.

Visit LMTA.org.the-score to see 
Katherine Tobey's extended 
Storyteller's video. 
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Be aware of

Have you recently received an email like this one?
(Copy and pasted exactly as received)

Hello My Friend,

I am looking to give away my old Yamaha Baby Grand Piano, 
I got a New Bigger one and want to give the old one away . 
Please let me know if you will take it or have someone who 
will care for it and cherish it .

Regards,
Jessica.

It's a scam. The scammer informs the recipient that they 
have a piano to give away, so long as the recipient pays the 
fee to move it. Once the fee is paid, a piano DOES NOT 
arrive and the scammer disappears with the recipient's 
money.  

On many email apps, you can report spam and phishing by 
opening the email and clicking MORE, usually indicated with 
THREE DOTS at the top righthand corner of the screen.

There are still honest people in the world who truly might want to be giving 
a piano away. Be sure to ask questions: Where did you �nd my contact 
information? Who referred you to me? Can you provide a phone number 
where I can reach you? Can I use my own moving company? But, if it feels 
suspicious, it probably is. 

piano email scams

If you think it may be legit...
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What makes an 
outstanding teacher?
Past recipients of the LMTA Outstanding Teacher Award 
have demonstrated exceptional accomplishments in 
teaching, service to our organization, and motivation of 
their students and colleagues. Do you know someone 
who �ts this description? They could be the next LMTA 
OUTSTANDING TEACHER. Nominations are due by 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 19, 2022.

Any LMTA member or a�liate may nominate someone 
for the OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD (nominee must 
be a member in good standing of LMTA and must be 
currently teaching or recently retired). The nominating 
member or a�liate must supply a maximum of four 
letters of recommendation. If more than four letters are 
submitted, only the �rst four will be considered. One 
must be from a student of the nominee and one must 
be from a colleague. See the full guidelines on the 
LMTA website (click on “Outstanding Teacher” on the 
homepage).

Suggested areas for comment in the recommendation 
letters include:

NOMINATION PACKETS MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 
AUGUST 19, 2022.

Send nomination materials to:
Katherine Tobey, LMTA Outstanding Teacher Chair
12604 Goodwood Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
tobeykath@cox.net

Achievement of the students of the nominee as 
shown by Rally, entrance in competitions, 
performance in studio and/or public recitals, Guild 
Auditions, LFMC events, etc.
Service to LMTA, the local a�liate, and the musical 
community
Continuing education, such as working toward a 
degree or toward certi�cation, attending or presenting 
workshops, etc.
Evidence of innovative teaching technique

Sincerely,
Katherine Tobey, NCTM, LCTM

CHAIR
LMTA Outstanding Teacher Award

mailto:tobeykath@cox.net
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Independent Music
Teachers Forum
Dear Colleagues,

First of all, I would like to thank the teachers who participated in the 
IMTF survey. The topic chosen by the teachers, who responded to 
the survey, is “Techniques and Repertoire for the Intermediate Piano 
Student." It will be the topic at the next IMTF session, which will be 
held at the LMTA conference. 

Intermediate students have learned the basic elements of rhythm, 
phrases, and dynamics. Their pieces become longer and more 
complicated as they enter the intermediate level. How are we going 
to prepare them to learn and master those pieces? You’ll need to 
�nd the right repertoire that is aligned to their learning style to keep 
them engaged and motivated. 

Please join us at this upcoming roundtable discussion and enhance 
your music library. If you are interested in leading the roundtable 
discussion, please let me know. My email address is 
ltlien2@gmail.com. I can’t wait to see you in person at the 
conference. In the meantime, relax and enjoy your summer vacation!

Christine Lien, NCTM

CHAIR
Independent Music Teachers Forum

Regards,

mailto:ltlien2@gmail.com
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Keyboard Olympics
Summer is a great time to work on Keyboard 
Olympics events with students. Summer camps 
and group classes can be excellent opportunities 
to explore and develop skills like playing from 
lead lines, harmonizing and improvising—these 
activities are always more fun with friends! Or 
you may choose to focus, with more intensity, on 
one or two of the events with a student during 
individual lessons. Either way, consider exploring 
the Keyboard Olympics program this summer. 

We will host one testing day this summer on July 
12. We currently have forty students working 
through the events in levels Prep through three. 
This spring, two more students have earned their 
Keyboard Olympics medals: Everitt Barker & Abe 
Barner (please see details below). Several more 
are just one or two events away from earning 
their medals! 

Please see the LMTA website for details on the 
Piano Olympics LMTA.org/keyboard-olympics and 
email Pamela Pike pdpike@lsu.edu if you have 
speci�c questions or need help getting started 
with the program. 

Congratulations to our most recent LMTA 
Keyboard Olympians!

Pamela D. Pike, NCTM

CHAIR
Keyboard Olympics

Upcoming Keyboard Olympic Event Online Testing Date:

July 12, 2022

Spring 2022 LMTA Keyboard Olympic Medalists:

Everitt Barker Preparatory Level Angie Bergeron (teacher)
Abe Barner Level 1   Angie Bergeron (teacher)

mailto:pdpike@lsu.edu


Torgrimson-Swanzy
Competition
It is with much pride that I share the success of 
the return of the annual Torgrimson-Swanzy Piano 
Competition for Outstanding Students held on 
June 4, 2022 at the University of New Orleans. Our 
last competition was held in June 2019 and was on 
hiatus while we were dealing with the challenges 
of “in person” competition in 2020 and 2021. Our 
competitors returned strong with 128 students 
entered by 34 teachers from across the state. Our 
students represented the districts of 
Alexandria/CentralLA, Baton Rouge, Lake Charles, 
Lafayette, New Orleans, the Northshore, Ruston 
and Shreveport. Many thanks go to the University 
of New Orleans Performing Arts Center sta�, 
especially Dr. Robin Williams, for their gracious 
hosting of our event. Dr. Williams took care of all 
needs at the facility and made sure all pianos and 
rooms were in their best shape to host this 
event. Many thanks also go to Tamah Goad, State 
Piano Rally Chair, and Teresa Thomason, former 
State Piano Rally Chair, for their guidance and 
wisdom in planning this event. Thanks also to 
Rebecca Bellelo and Stephanie Screen for assisting 
in the o�ce so results could be announced to 
teachers and students in a timely manner. Thank 
you also to Peter Collins, New Orleans Rally Chair, 
for organizing lunch. The Torgrimson-Swanzy 
competition would not be possible without a team 
e�ort as it is a huge event to plan and execute 
with a very short turnaround time from our district 
rallies. Congratulations to all students who 
quali�ed for this event by scoring a minimum of 
98 in performance and 94 in sight-reading, 
keyboard musicianship, and written theory. I look 
forward to another successful Torgrimson-Swanzy 
Competition in 2023!

Michelle Strain, NCTM, LCTM

VP RALLIES
Louisiana Music Teachers Association

The Score
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Prep B-1
1st Place: Olivia Peng | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
2nd Place: Ai Nguyen | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
3rd Place: Allen Chen | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Summer Li | Peter Collins 
  New Orleans
HM: Kathleen Tran | Yannah Gustafson 
  Baton Rouge

Prep B-2
1st place: Zoey Wang | Steele Moegle 
  Ruston
2nd place: Clara Li | Tamah Goad 
  Lake Charles
3rd place: Kaejha Stewart | Jeanne Patterson   
  Ruston

Prep B-3
1st place: Samuel Lin | Chia-Ling Lien
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Petra Stoecker | Olga Brockett
  New Orleans
3rd place: Gideon Shapiro | Wei Lee
  Northshore
HM: Siya Harish | Natasha Miller
  Shreveport
HM: Ethan Parasseril | Tamah Goad
  Lake Charles

Prep B-4
1st place: Peyton Hu | Chia-Ling Lien
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Levi Legnon | Sue Steck-Turner   
  Lafayette
3rd place: Maggie Xiong | Wei Lee
  Northshore
HM: Avynn Ferguson | Brittany McGehee Welch
  Baton Rouge

Level I-1
1st place: Elizabeth Ortiz | Robin & Raymond Yee
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Berklee Zanders | Megan Reilly Shannon
  Baton Rouge
3rd place: Muskaan Lodha | Sue Steck-Turner   
  Lafayette
HM: Samuel Dew | Stephanie Screen 
  New Orleans
HM: Silas Landry | Mila Olivier 
  Lafayette

Level I-2
1st place: Ziang Zhuang | Robin & Raymond Yee
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Emily Feng | Robin & Raymond Yee
  Baton Rouge
3rd place: Neva Liu | Wei Lee 
  New Orleans
HM: Lillian Qian | Robin & Raymond Yee 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Daniel Dickson | Stephanie Screen 
  New Orleans

Level I-3
1st place: Xin Chen Wu | Chia-Ling Lien
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Randy Jiang | Ching Song 
  Baton Rouge
3rd place: Milanda Liu | Chia Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Ruth Gong | Robin Williams 
  Northshore
HM: Genevieve Nickelson | Natasha Miller  
  Shreveport
HM: Ella Cao | Peter Collins 
  New Orleans
HM: Samantha Dew | Stephanie Screen 
  New Orleans

Level II-1
1st place: Sophie Cheung | Chan Kiat Lim 
  Lafayette
2nd place: Ethan Wang | Tamah Goad 
  Lake Charles
3rd place: Brianna Peng | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Jiya Lodha | Sue Steck-Turner 
  Lafayette
HM: Allison Patten | Luciana Soares 
  Thibodaux

Level II-2
1st place: Preston Parker | Denise Cox 
  Ruston
2nd place: Laura Beth Mears | Teresa Thomason    
  Alexandria/Central
3rd place: Betsy Liu | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Caed Baines | Jeanne Patterson 
  Ruston
HM: Kashvi Kumar | Rebecca Bellelo 
  Baton Rouge

Level III-1
1st place: Bethany Esler | Stephanie Screen 
  New Orleans
2nd place: Joy Patten | Luciana Soares 
  Thibodaux
3rd place: Kaitlyn Smith | Yannah Gustafson 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Eric T. Wang | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge

Level III-2
1st place: Helen Wang | Chia-Ling Lien 
  Baton Rouge
2nd place: Devyn Danos | Michelle Parro   
  Thibodaux
3rd place: Kumiko Xavier | Lauren Lewandowski  
  New Orleans
HM: Eric Zhu | Wei Lee 
  Northshore

Level IV
1st place: Paul Kreamer | Luciana Soares 
  Thibodaux
2nd place: Luke Ho�man | Chan Kiat Lim 
  Lafayette
3rd place: Caitlyn Gustafson | Yannah Gustafson 
  Baton Rouge
HM: Camila Cuadra | Ching Song 
  Baton Rouge

14

Torgrimson-Swanzy Competition Results
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Host: Amy Chaplin

Easily-actionable tips 
on organizing and 
managing your studio 
while balancing life 
and home.

P
od

ca
st
s

Host: Julie Amacher

An in-depth 
exploration of a 
new classical music 
release each week.

The Library of 
Congress

Lectures, 
conversations and 
symposia about the 
explosion of new 
research at the 
intersection of 
cognitive neuroscience 
and music.

Host: Tanner Guss

Interviews with joyful 
artists and health 
experts on wellness 
and mental health 
for musicians.

Resource
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Corner
B
ook

s

The Highly Sensitive 
Person
By Elaine N. Aron

This book helps HSPs to 
understand themselves 
and their sensitive trait 
and its impact on 
personal history, career, 
relationships, and inner 
life.

The Ways Children
Learn Music
By Eric Bluestine

With clear and compelling 
language, Bluestine sheds 
light on the most vexing 
issues in music education. 
In the process, unlocking 
the mystery that frees a 
child’s mind to think on 
its own musical terms.

Music, Language, and the Brain
By Aniruddh D. Patel

This book provides the �rst 
synthesis, arguing that music 
and language share deep and 
critical connections, and that 
comparative research provides 
a powerful way to study the 
cognitive and neural 
mechanisms underlying these 
uniquely human abilities.

Mindset: The New 
Psychology of Success
By Carol S. Dweck

After decades of research, 
world-renowned Stanford 
University psychologist 
Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D., 
discovered a simple but 
groundbreaking idea: the 
power of mindset. 



Local
The Lafayette Area Music Teachers Association is using the
O�ice Depot Member Bene�t to stay connected and boost morale.

No act of kindness, no matter 

how small, is ever wasted.

-Aesop

Near the start of the pandemic, as people 
were feeling more isolated, LAMTA revived 
its hospitality committee and began 
designing and printing cards, at O�ce 
Depot-using the MTNA member discount, 
to send to our membership, with friendly 
hand-written notes added to each card.

We did this to keep in touch, remind folks 
of upcoming meetings, and to lift spirits 
during a di�cult time.

LAMTA members consistently express 
their gratitude for these cards. We sent 
out our second annual Happy Mardi Gras 
card to promote a recent masterclass and 
the event was very well attended. Even if 
the cards don't always result in getting 
our members more involved, they know 
we are here, we are thinking of them, and 
we appreciate them. 

LAMTA is fortunate to have a "secret 
weapon" graphic designer to create these 
custom cards, but of course, any 
stationary can be put to this good use.

The Score
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Love

The color of music is joy

Yet my hands move so slowly!

Yearning to learn from the author

 

Sheet music is scaring me

Better to be paper airplanes!

How can this color be joy?

 

Panic sets into my hands

My heart downtrodden

Oh where is the author!

 

Practice makes progress

One day becoming light

Color begins to appear

 

Sour notes played more clearly

Have a life of their own

You are calling me, author of mine

 

Sounds once so stilted

Flow perfectly imperfect

I see the color of joy in my heart

And feel your message in my tears.

Piano panic 

a Villanelle of hope

by Katherine Martin

Katherine Martin (an adult piano student of Rebecca Bellelo in Baton Rouge), 

reflects on what it can feel like to be an adult learner. 
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Submissions for the Fall Score Due

LMTA State Conference
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Dates & 
Deadlines

Keyboard Olympics
July 12, 2022. Visit LMTA.org/keyboard-olympics

October 3, 2022. Visit LMTA.org/the-score

Conference Session Proposals Due
July 30, 2022. Visit LMTA.org/conference

Membership Renewal Due
June 30, 2022. Visit MTNA.org

September 15-16, 2022

The Score
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Editor’s
Note
How do you like the "baby" SCORE? That's 
what I nicknamed this half-sized issue. Now 
that the printed SCORE is back, we are 
experimenting with di�erent sizes and 
formats. This half-sized format, while not 
having quite the same wow-factor, is budget 
friendlier than the full-sized format and it 
travels easily!

I hope you are all enjoying your summer. 
The weather can be atrocious for many of 
us, so I hope you are staying hydrated and 
cool.  

During the summer months, I have plenty of 
time to re�ect on the previous year and 
visualize what I want my next year of 
working, playing, and living to look like. I'll 
be using some of this time to think about 
my goals, how I can grow, the importance of 
getting much needed rest, and what I can 
o�er to my students and my communities. 

However you think of the summer season, 
whether it feels like a beginning, middle, or 
an ending, I hope you can �nd some time to 
re�ect on and clarify your values as a 
musician, educator, and human. And, of 
course, I'll be preparing my session for the 
conference called "Buttered Bread" where 
I'll explore the idea that if repertoire is "the 
bread," creativity and improvisation are "the 
butter." I hope you'll join me.

Stay cool and be well. I can't wait to see 
you all at the conference in September!

Do you know the Score?

Hannah Mayo, NCTM

VP PUBLICITY
Louisiana Music Teachers Association



Art is
how we
decorate

space.
Music is
how we
decorate

time.

-Jean-Michel Basquiat


